
Roger Ballen Photography 

Brutal, Tender, Human, Animal  
Roger Ballen was born in New York City in 1950. His mother was 
involved in the post-war New York art scene, where she opened a 
Magnum Photography agency in 1964, and a photospace gallery in 
1973, where many contemporary photographers were shown. 

Ballen bought his first camera when he was 13 years old, and grew 
up surrounded by photos, books and famous photographers, or as 
he describes it, “I have eaten contemporary photography alive”. 

The title of this exhibition is Roger Ballen Photograher: Brutal, Tender, 
Human, Animal. Examine the photographs on display and determine 
for yourself what the artist means by “brutal” and “tender”. 

In pairs, assign these two terms to various images in the exhibition 
and discuss your decisions as a group. 

Write some other words you would use to describe the humans, 
animals, and physical spaces, that Ballen has photographed. 

Originally training in psychology and 
geology, Ballen moved to South Africa as 
a mining entrepreneur, buying and selling 
land rich in chrome, diamonds and mag-
nesium. This work allowed him to explore 
photography as more than a hobby. 

In the 1980s, Ballen’s mining work began 
to take him into poor rural areas outside 
Johannesburg known as dorps, and he 
began to develop his photographic practice 
with this subject matter, knocking on doors 
and asking to photograph interiors and in-
habitants in situ. This became the focus of 
Ballen’s work for the next ten years. Roger Ballen (b.1950)

Woman, man and dog 1995, silver gelatin print
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“The eyes only reach you because they have the same emotions 
you have” Roger Ballen, 2008 

What is your emotional response to Ballen’s original image Twirling 
Wires, from 2001? In the space above, draw what you feel conjures 
this emotion for yourself. 

After viewing the exhibition, discuss as a group what Ballen means 
when he says “I have created a Roger Ballen world”. What is the 
meaning of this world? 
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Photography documenting the lives and experiences of people is 
important for many large photographic collections such as the  
National Library of Australia’s own collection. 

Do Roger Ballen’s photographs fall into a 
documentary tradition or an artistic tradition? 

Explore the surface details of 
Ballen’s photographs. Are they made? 
Are they found? 

Ballen’s images raise questions about the wealth and status 
of white culture. Why might this be particularly controversial 
in South Africa? 

What do you think is the significance 
of animals in Ballen’s photography? 

Consider the people in 
Ballen’s photographs. 
Are they natural? Are they acting? 

Roger Ballen (b.1950)
Old man Ottoshoop, 1983 
silver gelatin print

Roger Ballen (b.1950)
Eugene on the phone 2000, silver gelatin print

Roger Ballen (b.1950)
Prowling 2001, silver gelatin print

Roger Ballen (b.1950)
Two figures 2000
silver gelatin print
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Ballen’s photographs are not straight forward, and have been 
described by the exhibition curator Robert Cook as “psychological 
theatre”. What do you think this means? 

Ballen’s subjects sometimes add their own response to a particularly 
physical context. Add your subjective response and context to this 
detail from Ballen’s Untitled, 2002. Give this work a title. 

According to Cook, Ballen “seeks out broken down types of places”.  
Why do you think this would this be of interest to an artist? 


